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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Business is booming at funeral homes across the U.S., as death rates creep up, particularly among

young, working-age individuals.  Ex-Blackrock fund manager Ed Dowd has been analyzing data

about mortality rates before and after COVID-19 shots became widespread, and found that death

rates worsened in 2021 — after the shots became prevalent — compared to 2020.

As reported by Zero Hedge, Dowd pointed out “a spike in mortality among younger, working-age

individuals coincided with vaccine mandates. The spike in younger deaths peaked in Q3 2021 when

COVID deaths were extremely low (but rising into the end of September).”

Dowd also reported data from public funeral home company Carriage Services, which announced a

28% increase in September 2021 compared to September 2020, while August had a 13% increase.

He tweeted:

“Business has been quite good since the introduction of the vaccines & the stock was up

106% in 2021. Curious no? Guys this is shocking as 89% of Funeral homes are private in

US. We are seeing the tip of the iceberg.”

Life Insurance Payouts on the Rise

Insurance companies are also seeing increases in payouts for death and disability. Dowd tweeted

February 1, 2022, that Bnancial insurance company Unum reported a 9% increase in their beneBt

ratio (payouts versus premiums) in their life segment.  Dowd tweeted:

“In 2021 they saw a 17.4% increase vs 2020. This is higher than the 13.3% increase vs

2019. So the higher payouts in 21 are occurring with a miracle vaccine & less virulent

strains … In 2019 the unit had $266 million proSt, last year a proSt of $82 million & this year

a loss of -$192 million. A swing of $458 million lower over 2 years. Important to remember

these are employed working age folks.”

Scott Davison, the CEO of Indiana-based insurance company OneAmerica, also reported disturbing

statistics — the death rate for 18- to 64-year-olds has risen 40% compared to before the pandemic.

"We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the history of this business – not

just at OneAmerica," Davison said, adding, “Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-

sigma or a one-in-200-year catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic. So 40% is just

unheard of.” Further, most of the deaths are not due to COVID-19. He said:

"What the data is showing to us is that the deaths that are being reported as COVID deaths

greatly understate the actual death losses among working-age people from the pandemic.

It may not all be COVID on their death certiScate, but deaths are up just huge, huge

numbers."

Disability Claims and Hospital Death Rates Rise

Disability claims, initially short-term claims and now long-term claims, have also seen an “uptick.”

At a news conference where Davison spoke, Brian Tabor, president of the Indiana Hospital

Association, conBrmed that hospitals are also seeing widespread ill health and rising death rates.

Zero Hedge reported:

“Brian Tabor, the president of the Indiana Hospital Association, said that hospitals across

the state are being ^ooded with patients ‘with many different conditions,’ saying

‘unfortunately, the average Hoosiers’ health has declined during the pandemic.’

In a follow-up call, he said he did not have a breakdown showing why so many people in the

state are being hospitalized — for what conditions or ailments. But he said the

extraordinarily high death rate quoted by Davison matched what hospitals in the state are

seeing. ‘What it conSrmed for me is it bore out what we're seeing on the front end ...’ he

said.”

Other insurance companies citing higher mortality rates include Hartford Insurance Group, which

announced mortality increased 32% from 2019 and 20% from 2020 prior to the shots. Lincoln

National also stated death claims have increased 13.7% year over year and 54% in quarter 4

compared to 2019.  Dowd tweeted:

“Randy Frietag CFO just explained that in 2021 the share of young people dying from covid

doubled in the back half of the year & that's driven the result for Lincoln & its peers. He

cited 40% in 3Q and 35% in 4Q were below the age of 65 … Mandates are killing folks …

This shouldn’t be happening with miracle vaccines in a working age population period and a

mild Omicron.”

As ZeroHedge noted, what we need to know from the insurance companies is what the leading

causes of death were for 2020 and 2021, as well as how many received COVID-19 shots among

those who died.

It continued, “Reinsurance Group of America, for example, reported a proBt in Q4 2020 when the

most of the population was unvaccinated and amid a deadlier strain of Covid-19, yet they registered

a loss in Q4 2021 with more than 60% of the country fully vaccinated (and around 75% who have

received at least one dose).”

In other words, they paid out more in death and disability beneBts in late 2021, after the shots

became widespread, then they did at the peak of the pandemic, when no shots (or only a small

number) had been issued.

Deaths Keep Rising Despite Mass Injection Campaign

Around the globe, it’s become clear that excess deaths continue to explode, despite the mass

injection campaign that was supposed to save us. In the week ending November 12, 2021, the U.K.

reported 2,047 more deaths than occurred during the same period between 2015 and 2019.

However, COVID-19 cannot be entirely to blame, as it was listed on the death certiBcates for only

1,197 people.  Further, since July, non-COVID deaths in the U.K. have been higher than the weekly

average in the Bve years prior to the pandemic.

Heart disease and strokes appear to be behind many of the excess deaths, with Financial Times

reporting, “The new phase of excess deaths raises the possibility that since the summer more

people have been losing their lives as a result of strains on the NHS or lack of early diagnosis of

serious illness …”

On Twitter, Silicon Valley software engineer Ben M. (@USMortality) similarly revealed that in a 13-

week period alone, about 107,700 seniors died above the normal rate, despite a 98.7% vaccination

rate.  In another example, he used data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,

census.gov and his own calculations to show excess deaths rising in Vermont even as the majority

of adults have been injected.

“Vermont had 71% of their entire population vaccinated by June 1, 2021,” he tweeted. “That’s 83%

of their adult population, yet they are seeing the most excess deaths now since the pandemic!”

An investigation by The Exposé, using opcial data from NHS and the U.K.’s Opce for National

Statistics (ONS), also found that deaths among teenagers increased 47% since they started getting

COVID-19 shots.  Not only that, but deaths from COVID-19 also went up among 15- to 19-year-olds

after the shots were rolled out for this age group.

COVID-19 Shots Causing Acquired ImmunodeLciency Syndrome

A study by board-certiBed internist and cardiologist, and editor of two medical journals, Dr. Peter

McCullough and colleagues suggests people who’ve received COVID-19 shots may have damage to

their innate immune system that’s leading to a form of acquired immunodeBciency syndrome.

The mRNA COVID-19 shots use genetically modiBed mRNA encoding spike proteins. This results in

mRNA being hidden from cellular defenses, “promote[s] a longer biological half-life for the proteins,

and provoke[s] higher overall spike protein production,” the study suggests.

The researchers state that experimental and observational evidence show that the human immune

response to COVID-19 shots is very different than the response induced by exposure to SARS-CoV-

2:

“[T]he genetic modiScations introduced by the vaccine are likely the source of these

differential responses. In this paper, we present the evidence that vaccination, unlike

natural infection, induces a profound impairment in type I interferon signaling, which has

diverse adverse consequences to human health.

We explain the mechanism by which immune cells release into the circulation large

quantities of exosomes containing spike protein along with critical microRNAs that induce

a signaling response in recipient cells at distant sites.

We also identify potential profound disturbances in regulatory control of protein synthesis

and cancer surveillance. These disturbances are shown to have a potentially direct causal

link to neurodegenerative disease, myocarditis, immune thrombocytopenia, Bell’s palsy,

liver disease, impaired adaptive immunity, increased tumorigenesis, and DNA damage.”

The study includes evidence from the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) to support

its hypothesis. While health opcials refuse to acknowledge that COVID-19 shots have caused

deaths, clinically trained reviewers analyzed a sample of COVID-19 vaccine deaths reported in

VAERS and found that only 14% of them were certainly not due to the vaccine.

This means that the remaining 86% may have been related to the shots. Further, while it’s often

stated that VAERS reports are made by laypeople, and therefore suggested to be unreliable, the

review found that at least 67% of the COVID-19 vaccine death reports they analyzed were made by

health service employees.

Overall, McCullough and colleagues warn that COVID-19 shots subvert innate immunity, which

could reduce the ability to combat future infections. Further, once damaged by the shots, the

immune system may be less able to detect and prevent malignant transformation within cells.

They also suggest that exposure to spike protein-containing exosomes and mRNAs may induce an

insammatory cascade that further leads to disease. In concluding that COVID-19 shots are not

positive contributors to public health, the study notes:

“In the end, we are not exaggerating to say that billions of lives are at stake. We call on the

public health institutions to demonstrate, with evidence, why the issues discussed in this

paper are not relevant to public health, or to acknowledge that they are and to act

accordingly.

Until our public health institutions do what is right in this regard, we encourage all

individuals to make their own health care decisions with this information as a contributing

factor in those decisions.”

Can You Lessen the Potential Damage?

Those considering COVID-19 shots must carefully weigh the evidence of risks before making a

decision. But if you’ve already been injected and want to reduce your risk of any potential

complications, there are a few basic strategies I recommend:

Measure your vitamin D level and take enough vitamin D orally (typically about 8,000 units/day

for most adults) and/or get sensible sun exposure to make sure your level is 60 to 80 ng/ml

(150 to 2000 nmol/l).

Eliminate all vegetable (seed) oils in your diet, which involves eliminating nearly all processed

foods and most meals in restaurants unless you can be sure the chef is cooking only with

butter. Avoid any sauces or salad dressings in restaurants, as they are loaded with seed oils.

Also avoid chicken and pork, as they are rich in linoleic acid, the omega-6 fat that nearly

everyone consumes far too much of and contributes to oxidative stress.

Consider taking around 500 milligrams a day of NAC, as it helps prevent blood clots and is a

precursor for your body to produce the important antioxidant glutathione.

Consider taking Bbrinolytic enzymes, which digest the Bbrin that leads to blood clots, strokes

and pulmonary embolisms. The dose is typically two, twice a day, but must be taken on an

empty stomach, either an hour before or two hours after a meal. Otherwise, the enzymes will

digest your food and not the Bbrin in the blood clot.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Bnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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If anyone is considering taking these gene manipulators at this point, I have to question their sanity.
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If they watch MSM they probably are. I now understand how mass formation psychosis works!
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What sanity?
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Hershey Medical Center, near me, I getting ready to layoff employees not granted a religious exemption. We have people dyeing

daily in our tiny semi-rural town. We have one funeral home. They are over worked. They are pressing other family members to

be active in the business.
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Unfortunately most people are vulnerable to Mass Formation fear triggers or lack the personality traits to question the narrative,

so are compliant; those of use who do question, e.g. here, are sadly a minority. The author of the article

coronacircus.com/.../season-of-sacriBce  suggests that the plandemic and the 'vaccinations' were planned to fail, to lead to

complete loss of trust in national authorities, as part of a chain of Hegelian Dialectic (problem, reaction, 'solution') deceptions

by clever, NWO cult, 'elites', but that their plan has fatal hubris saws in it.
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Huh? AID's like, VAID's? And Fraudci is touting an upcoming HIV vaccine. Nah, it just couldn't be could it?
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Oh goodie…more “vaccines”! Haven’t we already given Fauci billions to Bnd a cure for the last “outbreak” of AIDS!?
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Funeral Home Stocks Surge, Death and Disability Payouts Soar
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

Business is booming at funeral homes across the U.S. as death rates creep up, particularly

among young, working-age individuals

'

Ex-Blackrock fund manager Ed Dowd has been analyzing data about mortality rates before

and after COVID-19 shots became widespread, and found that death rates worsened in 2021

— after the shots became prevalent — compared to 2020

'

Insurance companies are seeing increases in payouts for death and disability; Lincoln

National stated death claims have increased 13.7% year over year and 54% in quarter 4

compared to 2019

'

Scott Davison, the CEO of insurance company OneAmerica, reported the death rate for 18- to 64-year-olds has risen 40% compared to before the

pandemic

'

A study by Dr. Peter McCullough and colleagues suggests people who’ve received COVID-19 shots may have damage to their innate immune system

that’s leading to a form of acquired immunodeBciency syndrome
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At the rate vaccines are being pushed it won't be long before there is more vaccine being pumped through our veins than blood.
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Yes, I believe the RNA technology and blood clots can kill people. However, I am more concerned about the semiconductor IT interface

technology. Anything that alters the bio-electric-magnetic forces in the body is disruptive to the metabolism. A free and healthy mind

is supported by a healthy body. This sort of mind control is inherently unhealthy on a physical level. This is not something people want

to recognize, admit or deal with--accepting that they have surrendered their soul, their autonomy and humanity by getting vaxinated.

There is major denial about this.

The more injections, the greater the loss. I visited friends today. These have been trusting "boosted" people. Suddenly they are

experiencing many health problems and have been hospitalized for blood clots and loss of leg function. Since we know so many vaxed

people who have been diagnosed with covid, they ask me why I remain healthy. I see fear in their eyes. They asked me if I thought it

was due to the vaxine and they agreed when I told them I thought it was likely. It is Bnally starting to dawn on them how they have

allowed themselves to be used as guinea pigs.

At this point, I do not have all the answers they seek.  One of the things I hope for, even though it is belated, is that, the fear many

people experience at their moment of awakening will eventually turn to anger about how they have been lied to and manipulated. It will

take large numbers of people to stand together and turn this situation around. People could become staunch supporters if they realize

they have been lied to and feel they have nothing more to lose than their lives. It is going to take a whole lot of "good" to overcome so

much "evil".
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There are no greater Zealots than reformed smokers or drinkers. When a critical mass of damaged Jabbed can no longer deny

the truth, the Gut suggest all Hell breaking loose.
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Almond, this is so true! Many people have had no bad reactions to these death darts yet, so they are the “poster children” and

prove that the vaxxx is harmless. And by the time some illness pops up they will not connect the dots, or admit it.  A relative of

ours fell on the ice and ended up with a brain bleed and 2 surgeries before Christmas. He survived but was unable to progress

physically for a long time due to the MULTIPLE blood clots in his both legs and arms! We know he was vaxxxed, but I didn’t have

the heart to tell his wife who has been by his side for 2 months now and living in a hotel that this large number of clots may

have been caused by the jab (he was airlifted to a hospital far from their house).

He is now in a rehab in another state than the one they live in and Bnally able to stand up. I believe this may be another case of

never putting two and two together…very sad the amount of damage this experimental biological agent has done to people and

purposefully ignored by our government.
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ANY ASSUMPTION that "they" are winning appears FALSE - regardless, how and what that may look like for the next 3 or 4

months of panic, on the part of govt.-Pharma partnerhips and their mouthpieces, is anyone's guess. Lawsuits may be looming,

causing poor decision-making on the part of 2-years of our crap leadership. Here's Steve Bannon's War Room from Saturday, 19

Feb, focus is on Canada but also increase in deaths as the virus is leaving, this makes no sense(?). Drs. Ryan Cole, Robt.

Malone, Paul Alexander somewhere up north. Ohio Attorney Tom Renz gives updated military numbers, and Ed Dowd is on with

new Bnancial comments, sometime after the 18 minute mark: "Episode 1,653 - DOD Lying On Vaccines; The Coming Financial

Collapse; Shorting Big Pharma" - rumble.com/vvca23-episode-1653-dod-lying-on-vaccines-the-coming-Bnanc..
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Almond: The 1%, or more accurately the .00001%, have already accomplished much of their goal. The 99% are poorer and under

Bnancial stress from medical bills, bankruptcies, insation, unemployment, fear and the list goes on. What the pathological

narcissists want is that the 99% is confused, divided, fearful and in debt thus enslaved and controllable. They have always

wanted that but were momentarily thwarted by The New Deal. FDR said his greatest achievement was saving capitalism. He

was from a bankster family. The Delanos made their fortune in the opium trade and like Forbes and Brown went into banking.

Why work for a living when you can steal by charging interest on money made from thin air.

So what he really meant is that he had saved the banksters so they could charge interest on money created on their books. That

meant that the theft of farmland and homes through foreclosure could continue and seem legal. What few restraints on the

bankster placed by The New Deal have been eliminated. The ability to magically produce insation and blame it on truckers and

the supply chain is part of their effort to impoverish and indebt the 99%. The ability to manipulate the stock market and draw in

retirement funds that somehow disappear when the market collapses is another of their strategies.

Expensive higher education and needed student loans is another. Before Reagan there was no tuition for education at public

institutions like Cal. In the 60s student loans were not a thing. The crash of 2007-2008 was another engineered crisis. The

current crisis with an invisible enemy virus is just another in a long line. It has massively shrunk the middle class by eliminating

up to a million small businesses. Your strategy, Almond, will get you through especially if you are able to have a local

community of like minded families. Keep on Truckin' Mama.
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But now that many people are starting to wake up and see the lies that we've been told for what they are, another crisis is

conveniently unfolding. There may very well be another war brewing, starting with Russia and the Ukraine, and China and

Taiwan. Some believe that there is a possibility of a third world war. What a wonderful opportunity to distract the masses while

at the same time invoking even more fear. As the saying goes, "never let a good crisis go to waste"!
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jackaroni and all... The news is weird. Read the headlines and ask yourself whether the news is real or whether the outrageous

things you read about are merely a diversion from Biden's failures. Globalists could be using the same incidents against many

countries who would not normally confront each other. Many world events are orchestrated for some kind of gain by a few.

There is nothing new about corruption, even though it may be more dipcult to recognize.
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axkershaw... Perhaps the greatest liability we face is so many people divorced from nature and reality. I do not mean to be brutal

when I speak, but there are a large number of people we could not help in a crisis. The fact, that, everyone would need to work

harder than they have ever worked in their lives. We would not have time to train people who have never done physical labor, nor

would they understand and adapt. Everyone would need to be productive. People believe there would be humanitarians willing

to feed them and provide for their needs.

They believe someone will let them live alongside them in their house, share their food and warm beds, and "take care" of them

as if they were children. Further they expect landowners to be grateful for whatever small tasks they perform to contribute, as if

it were a Sunday afternoon visit. Most people are do not have self-discipline and would not do as they are told--and without

complaining. People who have never shoveled s*it out of a barn for example...

or spend a 10-hour day on the business end of a shovel. This is the reality. A garden will not grow itself and there are 1100

meals per person in a year. (Food has to last, not eat up all your favorites Brst.) Firewood does not cut itself. Water may need to

be carried. Sanitation would require extra attention. Then, there is the problem of maintaining health, for many people who have

been on prescription meds--many of whom might be suffering adverse vaxine reactions--and burying the dead.

How many people would be willing to sleep in a hay mow or on a plank bed in a warehouse? Eat the same foods over and over?

Work hard from before sun up to sundown. Discipline their children who would also have to work? And be grateful? We surround

ourselves with people who have skills, inc. 2A. Maybe not the kind of skills that earn you a large salary, but they kind of skills

that keep you warm, fed and dry. Already, due to shortages, we recycle anything useful, passing it on. -con.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Need to park those trucks. Although it will cause extreme hardship for many, it is the most immediate solution. Otherwise,

things will get so much worse before they get better.  https://youtu.be/8zJBJsFR40w  Now, I am not in favor of processed foods

and I have my own canned venison and various Bsh. I am shocked at how many people are stockpiling spam, Vienna sausages,

canned corned beef, etc. Mac&cheese, sugary breakfast cereals, powdered ersatz beverages, etc. If you are without food

deliveries, nutrition becomes even more important as you may not have medical care. Let me point out some puzzle pieces

people may not have connected. Beef is no longer in many people's household budget.

I minimize pork consumption for various reasons although I was delighted to be gifted with fat from a homegrown hog that I

rendered to lard--best ever! Pork is not an option for many people due to health conditions or religious beliefs. Tuna may be

contaminated, so is not for regular use. Avian Flu has been detected in the US for the Brst time and socks are being

slaughtered. Although likely not organic, you may want to consider putting some canned chicken on your shelf while it is still

avail and still one of the cheaper meats. Good to have shelf stable and some ready-to-eat foods on hand. Your favorite grain (or

homegrown cornmeal) can be cooked whole and tossed with roasted root vegetables, ground to a sour for unyeasted pan

breads (if gluten-free) or cooked as porridge.

Dried peas and lentils can also be ground to a sour, as well as rice. (Recipes online.) Foods that store well: salt, sugar, dried

legumes, oven-canned grains, honey, baking soda, vinegar, baking powder (will expire eventually). I am still using sealed yeast I

have refrigerated with an expiration date of 2015 . It has not gone bad. Also, consider dried mushrooms--esp. shitakes and

foraging those with known therapeutic values, rather than generic supermarket mushrooms. -con.-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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-con.- Some of my projects for this week will be "making food". Starting LOTS of seed pots. Making vanilla extract. Soaking

beans and making a double batch of miso. More gluten-free rice bread for hubby as he needs packed lunches some days.

Making lomatium root extract. (Inventory your medicinary and add any reBlls you did not replenish around New Years.) You

should have your seed pretty much organized by now, too. If I get a nice day, I should hunt rabbits, too. I am waiting to hear if the

smelt will run. Only one day, so far. Cleaning up orchard and vineyard prunings off the ground and putting them on a burn pile. I

took some cuttings that started to bud out and put them in a vase. Fruit tree trimmings are also good for wood Bres to give

meat/Bsh a particular smoked savor.

Save some cuttings to share with other gardeners as grape starts and scion wood.  Finish sorting seed swap donations.

Recycled fabrics to make prairie skirts. And "apron dresses" Just add an apron front to the prairie skirt--tied around your neck

and wear a t-shirt underneath. Think about pillow case dresses for little girls. Free patterns online. I need to add bits of

different-colored blanket ribbon remnants to a favorite old wool "snuggle" blanket I like to wrap up in evenings. Does not need to

match and new blanket ribbon is so expensive! I hope I gave you some ideas of what can be done to help yourself and others.
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Dear Almond, thank you for caring. Tears came to my eyes as I read of your "boosted" friends. Thanks to your recognized

wisdom, I'm glad that your friends asked you your opinion, and now they know the awful truth. I'm glad they have the knowledge

they can share with others, maybe even saving some people from injury and premature death.
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skiproblive.com
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Congratulations on being named by Time Magazine as America's Worst Enemy. Of course according to Hillary Clinton and her cronies,

it's Russia but that another issue. That means you all have been the most effective at telling the world the truth. Time Magazine has

always been controlled by it's major advertisers. I remember back in the day, when magazine subscriptions where a major was of

distributing information, I counted the alcohol and tobacco ads. Not only were they the most numerous, they had the best placements

such as the back page and inside covers. Do a search to see when the AMA's magazine was full of tobacco ads and the AMA

supported smoking as a way to calm one's nerves; I kid you not.

The fact that taxpayers have been subsidizing tobacco and sugar growers for many decades now despite their known adverse health

effects, shows you what the journalistic, medical and political whores are willing to do to the people of the world. You cannot trust

either the RNC or DNC and thinking that one is better then the other is a fool's errand. As you can see they always just get enough

votes between the two parties. to continue to steal the wealth and rights of the American people. With over 120 different taxes and

regulatory fees, they have our society in physical and Bnancial shackles that is literally killing people as the swamp gets richer and

richer. Julian Assange should be a reminder to those who think their Political gang is better than the other.
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Jackaroni
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Don't forget the pharmaceutical ads. They are often multi-page ads in order to have enough space to list all of the possible side

effects.
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TheOrage
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My husband has software for U.S. shares and he said Funeral Homes had come up under his Stocks on the Move recommendations.

Here is one of the biggest Funeral Companies in the U.S. www.tradingview.com/.../NYSE-SCI   It is clear that the escalation has

happened in 2021.
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BicycleBoy
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The deaths due to covid-19 are insated and this makes the number of unexplained deaths smaller then it really is. The explanations

for excess deaths seem to circle around: 1) Vaccinations decreasing health and bringing people closer to dying. 2) Censoring, lack of

government and media providing holistic health direction and mandates which has caused increased deaths due to lack of best

treatment or even maltreatment especially for vaccine free. 3) Other Lock-down measures causing drug overdoses. 4) Covid 19 being

a nastier than normal virus increasing deaths especially for elderly and those with compromised immune systems.

Both unhealthy categories are increasing.  Disability claims are showing up for reasons driving deaths described above.  As we all

know other aspects of the government policy include the personal set backs to children and adults. In addition Covid 19 has provided

and excuse for government/pharma/reset philanthropists overreach which will be the most dipcult part to resolve. Note, Melinda

Gates is not on the Gates Foundation board any more because she thinks that the donations should not have strings attached for

controlling what is done with the contributions.
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Just got word yesterday of a friend’s husband who died suddenly and unexpectedly. Fully vaccinated. I wonder if anyone will put 2 and

2 together.
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We have, but this "misinformation" is being censored, for our own good of course!
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The insurance companies are talking about their increase in death payouts. About how much it has risen. Makes me wonder about the

real percentages of deaths as many, many cannot afford or have life insurance.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got this right!...we will never get a good accounting, only trendline analysis.
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memeKnight1
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At one time I heard that anyone that gets the jab will no longer be insurable for life insurance. The new policies also have a 24

month exclusion after the start of coverage. Only those with existing policies will get a payout. The result is that the payouts

reported do not resect the actual number of deaths that are occurring especially since many younger people don't buy life

insurance anyway.
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Randyfast
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I'm reposting what I posted in the previous article; as it appears to me that we are quickly running out of time; as in 'the End Game' is

now walking up the steps and knocking on our door; rather, knocking it down! "The masses are so easily conned! I'll go back to the

article; but for Canadians - and the U.S. (and the world); this is the most signiBcant/important mainstream article I've seen - ever! If

you understand that trudeau has recently invoked the "War Measures Act" and you understand exactly what that act encompasses;

then you know what is possible here.

In the following article, they may as well label all Canadians who disagree with the "opcial narrative" as TERRORISTS! If you're not

familiar with the CSIS in Canada; it is the equivalent of the U.S. alphabet agencies - including DHS! They have the power to totally

lockdown Canada and implement Martial Law - at any time! If you think that I'm "overreacting"...one can only hope! They are now in full

'damage control' mode! I urge you all, not to ignore this article.

theprovince.com/news/national/how-political-extremists-took-advantage-..
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Jackaroni
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Homeland Security was not designed to protect Americans from Foreign attacks, but from dissent within. Why else have they

invested heavily in anti-riot gear?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks, Jack. I'm done with sending out these warnings. If I am correct about what's coming; warnings will be a moot point. It's

amazing what even "enlightened" people can't see. Do they think that it's merely a coincidence - trudeau invoking the War

Measures Act; seizing people's bank accounts; and now, the alphabet agencies, mostly via the puppet mainstream media, that

anyone who says anything against the opcial covid narrative, is a terrorist? No one is going to convince me that there's no

connection. I've been following the progression for many years! There is now an avalanche of TRUTH spanning the internet and

those criminals are panicking that they're being found out. They are desperate! I said from the very beginning that covid was a

means to an end! Apathy, Indifference and Complacency, is how we got to this point.
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Hi Randy, Just 4 you? www.bitchute.com/.../srypcEIGE4S5
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Thanks, Rreal. I don't always agree with what David talks about; but in this instance; he's right on point! I keep saying (no one

listens) that covid was never about some cold virus. It is a major distraction and a means to an end. I can see that 'end' clearly

now. More than a decade ago; when I still listened to Jones (before he began ranting and interrupting his guests); he put out a

documentary called "The End Game". I could see it coming then...today, it's right in our faces! I don't have time to watch the

video now...too much to do; although, he summed it up nicely within the Brst few minutes. How can anyone watch those

criminal cops using brute force on peaceful people and believe in any way that we have any "rights or freedoms" left? They have

been violated for more than two years and NOBODY has been held accountable! BTW: The same rhetoric that was in the

Canadian press, is in the U.S. press! They read from the same script!
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This is how you take down and take over a country. The Mongol ancestors of the plandemic plotters catapulted plague corpses into

cities they were besieging, and the Wuhan Bends and their western co-conspirators are still at it. The globalists and the Chicoms want

the shell of a nation with a wrecked economy and a broken and traumatized population that will submit to the slavery of the Great

Reset and the genocide of the Great Replacement.
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I’m pretty sure that why BG is predicting yet ANOTHER pandemic headed our way. I’m guessing they will need a new “vaccine”

for this virus which will be touted as deadlier than the last, and they will just so happen to have one ready to go in record time.

These people are sooooo damn EVIL and HEARTLESS!
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This is so incredibly sad. All of the lives lost ~ but especially the young.
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I will reply to a comment I received about a husband not being on board" with self-reliance. First of all, recognize that some people are

not going to change and you have to love them the way they are. You can still hope for change over time. It takes some people longer

to see truth. My grandmother had a sign hanging in her kitchen. It said, "Pa is boss, as everyone knows, but in the house, what mom

says goes." That was how it was in many old German families. The man may have made decisions about the barn and Belds, but

women had complete control over household affairs. Even so, there is still a lot a woman can do in the way of prepping. Set aside a bit

extra every week, even if it is only one item.

Perhaps a camping water Blter that will Blter 1000 qts. Meds. A few extra cans or packages of food. Making sure everyone had

adequate footwear and clothing... you can share hand-me-downs with others or shop second hand for some nice new items with

tag-on. (Esp. in Jan/Feb following Christmas as people discard unwanted gifts or clothing that did not Bt.) Spring is the

closet-cleaning time of year, so recognize the seasons for acquiring things. Even if you cannot do everything, you are better off if you

do what you can. Start a garden. Or expand a garden. Many food crops make lovely ornamentals as part of your landscaping, too.

You can often get free nursery stock from gardeners. All you have to say, is "the blossoms are so beautiful", or "I really enjoy eating

fresh whatever". Save your seed. I never felt my husband could micromanage my life and all my decisions. I guess the light bulb went

on when we were Brst married and he told me what he would and would not eat. I cooked wholesome food and decided I would not

spend the rest of my life catering to a picky eater. We always have plenty of food, so it is his choice whether he eats what I cook or not.

He now eats everything. I do pay special attention to allergies, though. That is different. -con.-
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-con.- A woman needs to have self-respect and autonomy as "keeper of the home". I tell my husband there are certain things I

purchase as "tools of my trade" and my vocation as a housewife, just as he purchases tools of his own. Woe to the man who

tells me how to keep house! If there are major purchases, we discuss them. However, the routine stuff is my responsibility. It is

based on my "professional judgement".  I wonder what sort of preps would need so much approval from a husband. Not routine

grocery shopping and restocking meds, I hope.

Clothing for the children? You just go take care of it. I have even said, "I know you were too busy to think about it, so I took care

of it." Some things people spend large lump sums of money on to have done for them or purchase ready-made are not good

investments anyway. Like that expensive prepper food that contains crap ingredients. Yes, I know there are some better brands,

but they are very expensive. If you have a computer, you can learn various ways of putting food up and ways/places to store it.

One other thing... if you are going to be healthy and save money, you need to cook from scratch. It can be a steep learning curve

for those who have never done it. It is necessary during insationary times more than ever. Use every part of the animal, too--the

fat and bones. Recipes do not need to be overly dipcult or time consuming. Find a few favorites you can use often. I do not hear

people complaining about my homemade soups. There are basic skills every homemaker needs to have. Few husbands will

object to the savings or homemade food.
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A rancher wrote that his family eats ground beef six days a week because every steak that they eat is one they can't sell.
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Ringer and all... It was the same during "The Great Depression" which may eventually seem fairly innocuous. My paternal

grandmother was a milk maid, but could not afford milk for her own family. Many people alive today cannot understand how

hard life was. there was no money for anything extra and often not even for necessities like shoes. The other thing people do

not understand is how hard life was becfore mechanization and electricity when so much was hand labor and relied on animals.

In addition to feeding yourself, you had to feed and care for animals--not just Bll a gas tank.

My maternal grandmother always had food on the table, but she managed the farm by herself for many years. They almost lost

the farm when they went into debt. The farm went up for auction. A neighbor bought the farm and returned it to them.  There

was no such thing as childhood as we know it today. Free time was a rare luxury. Often a family even worked Sundays. Everyone

worked. Prob did less complaining, too. www.youtube.com/watch
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Perhaps the reason our southern border is open to illegal immigration is to replace the people that are dying from the "vaccine". Our

Government is even shipping these illegals all over the country to distribute them more evenly. Also, most of these people are poorly

educated, just what a totalitarian regime prefers. And to Bnish off, these illegals are given all kinds of free stuff to encourage them to

vote for the politicians responsible for their wind fall. How can non-citizens in the US illegally vote? They can't yet, but our government

is working on changing that.
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One of the many goals of the globalists is to eliminate borders, combining countries. It's happening especially rapidly in North

America and Europe, anywhere there are many economic and political refugees.
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This will probably cause costly knock on effects from this slow mass murder, like an increase in insurance premiums and an increase

in the cost of funeral home services. Later, many businesses, including funeral homes and insurers, may have to make surviving

recruited staff redundant and even go bust, because of less that pre-plandemic demand, and their wage costs may even go up

because of less supply of suitable workers! Business serving some groups of customers, like the old and r-types, will probably be even

more vulnerable to demographic shrinkage!
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Where is yesterday's article?
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Click on the left arrow to Bnd yesterday's article. You want the "NIH Director Blames Dr. Mercola for Pandemic Continuation"

article?
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